Switching kinetic mechanism and putative proton donor by directed mutagenesis of glutathione reductase.
By directed mutagenesis of the cloned Escherichia coli gor gene encoding the flavoprotein glutathione reductase, Tyr-177 (the residue corresponding to Tyr-197 in the NADPH-binding pocket of the homologous human enzyme) was changed to phenylalanine (Y177F), serine (Y177S), and glycine (Y177G). The catalytic activity of the Y177F mutant was very similar to that of the wild-type enzyme, but that of the Y177S and Y177G mutants was substantially diminished. However, all three mutants retained the ability to protect the reduced flavin from adventitious oxidation, indicating that Tyr-177 does not act as a simple "lid" on the NADPH-binding pocket and that the protection of the reduced enzyme must be due largely to burial of the isoalloxazine ring in the protein. The wild-type enzyme and Y177F mutant displayed ping-pong kinetics, but the Y177S and Y177G mutants appeared to have switched to an ordered sequential mechanism. This could be explained by supposing that the enzyme normally functions by a hybrid kinetic mechanism and that the Y177S and Y177G mutations diverted flux from the ping-pong loop favored by the wild-type enzyme to an ordered sequential loop. The necessary change in the partitioning of the common E-NADPH intermediate could be caused by a slowing of the formation of the EH2 intermediate on the ping-pong loop, or by the observed concomitant fall in the Km for glutathione favoring flux through the ordered sequential loop. In another experiment, His-439, thought to act as a proton donor/acceptor in the glutathione-binding pocket, was mutated to a glutamine residue.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)